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Ladies winner Lisa Trollope 

 
Sun cream on. Cap on and jog along to the start. We were given a briefing in the park at the start – make sure you 
have a cap as its going to be hot, and drink plenty. Good advice. Everyone was obliged to carry/wear the full FRA kit 
for this race as it was run under FRA rules, one or two seemed to get away with ignoring this rule. Anyway, today was 
about coping with the hot conditions of which Ken coped very well and won again, second year in a row. 
 
Last year I’d noted the temperature at the finish was 21C, this year it was 24C and it certainly felt hotter. Karen 
discusses her leg situation – of which she was many (situations, not legs) and will it hold out? She also has to cope 
with going on holiday the next day and arranging that – another thing that she seems to have many of. The field was 
less full this year, and looking at the end of race results only 66 are recorded – I thought there were a few more than 
that? 
 
After a count of three and a hooter we were off. Through the gate to get out the park and onto the track past the 
cement factory and CP1 to have a go with the new electronic timing dibber. Beep, worked OK. Now out from the 
shade of the trees and a continual uphill on rough track to get to CP2 at head of Cave Dale. Electronic timer – no 
beep, Oh, must not be working. The message is passed about that it’s not working.  
 
Already the race has settled down with Mark Collinson and Michael Mills close. Also Chris Davies (V60) going well, 
still with old rucksack even though he recently won a new one. Normally Chris will go by and I won’t see him again – 
unless, as he seems to do frequently he makes a navigation error. And he did. So I caught up with him for a while as 
he detoured too high up Ringing Roger and had to contour to get back on track. The CP at Druids Stone did not beep 
so again people assumed it was not working and probably some did not bother to go all the way to it. 
 
Chris and a few others were just ahead of me as we plummeted down. My shins were starting to shout, they did not 
want to go quickly so it was relief to get to the Edale road where the organisers had thoughtfully laid on an extra water 
stop. It was needed. And 5 minutes later part way up Back Tor as previous years the house owners laid on their own 
private water supplement. Again, gratefully received. 
 
I felt like I was going well on the Back Tor climb, actually catching a few people. I occasionally heard Karen not far 
behind. But once I had topped out there was no spring in my step and it was real effort to jog down and then up to the 
CP at Lose Hill – again no beep. It is now down all the way to Hope and the next CP. As I was filling up my water 
bottle here I thought Andy R had come in just after me so I said well done to him for his good pace and then on closer 
inspection realised it was someone else – who still took the credits anyway. He was moving quicker than me so I used 
him as a bit of a pace setter to take me round Hope cemetery and up towards Win Hill.  
 



I should have bounced through the ferns into the Win Hill woods. Instead I part walked and allowed myself a 20 
second break for a wee. The woods at least provided shade and soft ground. Then road and hard track to next CP 
before Bradwell. I kept up an OK pace and was pleased that no one came passed. A bit more track, down through the 
fields and over the bridge + CP and into Bamford. At this point Lisa Trollope caught me. 
 
This is Lisa’s first Ultra, and she wondered what would happen to her after 20 miles. From what I could tell she was 
pacing herself well and looked sprightly. We stayed together for a few miles, more me making an effort to stay in touch 
by jogging a bit more than Lisa on some of the climbs. Along the detour we encounter scrambling motor bikes noisily 
interrupting our uphill efforts; two squash by and the other four politely wait for us to pass – maybe because it was 
Lisa in front. Lisa was ahead at the Stanage Edge CP and missed it so I called her back. This CP did beep. From then 
on Lisa went ahead and I last saw her disappearing down the descent to Toad’s Mouth. Previously I have been with 
someone going over Stanage Edge and used them to pull or push me along. This time there was no one and I could 
feel myself slowing and almost walking parts of it. I had to stop and stretch to stave off cramps in both feet near the 
end.  
 
At last another water point at the road CP. Here Michael Mills was resting. Was he retiring? I soon found out that he 
had plenty of energy left and although I left the CP first after a good drink and refill he was soon shooting by. His red 
top did give me something to look out for in the distance so I was not too displeased he was still be in sight at Toad’s 
Mouth.  
 
The gorgeous friendly stream and the bubble of people enjoying a glorious afternoon is somewhat in contrast to the 
effort of running. But the course turns way and leads us through tall ferns – care to follow the tape to a small gate + 
CP and then grassy descent to the railway and along the river. Michael Mills and Mark Collinson are both in sight and 
although I am feeling slow I appear to be catching them – so it’s not just me that is feeling the heat. Part way along the 
river bank Mark stops to stretch so I go by and then at the last watering point at the end of the river in Hathersage 
Michael has again stopped and relaxing at the CP.  
 
I am away before him, but it is brief and he is soon by me again and up the road. I see him in the distance along the 
vale path. Not too hot here, and again woods provide shade. But my brain is not working so when I reach the first 
bridge I have to stop and check my map to see if this is the one to cross – which it isn’t. Then Mark catches me up. 
We trudge along together – am I slowing him down or is he just struggling to keep up? At Abney the last uphill Mark 
walks ahead. Yes, we are both walking. At this point, before the race, I had pictured myself gently jogging up this road. 
Not to be. I manage about one third of it jogging and in fact even at the top on the flat it is still an effort to jog. At this 
point last year I caught up with Nicky Spinks who was suffering from the heat – she must have been glad she was not 
taking part this year as it is even hotter. 
 
Come on legs, just one more downhill. But this is steep and you could call it a little technical since you have to think. 
Shins have given up - they just hurt. Eventually the steps and then it is just pavement all the way to the end. Alogn the 
pavement coming up quickly is Dave Orbinson who glides by and is finishing well – good for him. Then, come on 
where is the finish, I am relieved, the finish will come soon and I can stop. It’s there. Done, end, sit down, stop. 
 
Drink, crisps, drink. Actually now that I have stopped I feel OK. My legs are not screaming (later back at home I do get 
a few cramps). After a clothes change, some soup it is time for the prize giving. Ricard Patton, organiser, had 
wondered what time to do the prize giving as the finishers are so spread out. Some have already gone home. Anyway, 
those who are there get some prizes – a Runfurther prize (Pete Bland Sports voucher) for the winners. He also 
explains that the electronic timers which did not beep had run out of internet transmission battery but were still 
recording times – so people should not have been ignoring them. 
 
I chat with Karen whose legs have held up and taken her to second so well done. Ken puts forward some ideas on 
nutrition which work for him, interestingly he doesn’t go in for many supplements – gels, tablets etc., just makes do 
with whatever the CPs have, providing he’s eaten well a few days before the event. 
 
As last year the heat has affected everyone’s times so a bit slower. Mine certainly was, but then maybe I am now 
getting significantly slower anyway. Last to finish before the time out was Bob Nash in 10:18 – he did well to keep 
going that long in the heat. 
 
Thanks to all the LToB organisers and helpers. 
 
Nigel Aston 
 
 
Here’s some of the prize winners … 
 



 
Ken Sutor, mens winner 2015 (left) and 2016 (right) 

 

      
V50 Frazer Hirst                                     2nd F and V50 Karen Nash 


